SCOUTING IN KANSAS CITY

28,784 YOUTH SERVED across 19 counties in eastern Kansas and western Missouri.

13,422 ADULT VOLUNTEERS ensure quality Scouting programs are delivered throughout our council.

801 EAGLE SCOUTS distinguished themselves as Scouting’s elite after reaching the pinnacle of the Boy Scout program.

3,697 SCOUTREACH YOUTH were introduced to Scouting programs in Kansas City’s urban and rural neighborhoods.

17,503 SCOUTS CAMPED and explored a new world of outdoor adventure at our premier Scout Reservations.

230,172 SERVICE HOURS were performed by our Scouts and made our communities better places to live.

45,216 ACHIEVEMENTS were earned by our Scouts after learning new skills through merit badges and rank advancements.

$113,369 PROVIDED IN CAMPING ASSISTANCE

$2.3 MILLION POPCORN SOLD

3,574 ARROWMEN IN TAMEGONIT LODGE

$159,300 CAMP STAFF COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS

937 SCOUTING UNITS

82,390 MIC-O-SAY TRIBESMEN

2018 YEAR IN REVIEW
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Theodore Naish
Scout Reservation
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H. Roe Bartle
Scout Reservation
5525 NE Scout Camp Road, Osceola, MO 64776
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